
CANDLE LIGHTING 
Friday 5:40pm
HAVDALLAH 
Saturday 6:17pm
TORAH:  
Leviticus 22:26-23:44, 
Numbers 29:12-16
HAFTARAH: 
Zechariah 14:1-21

SHABBAT 
SERVICES 
 
Erev Shabbat 
• Masorti Shabbat and 

First Night Sukkot 
service - 5:45pm 
(Neuweg)

• Shabbat Live and 
First Night Sukkot 
service - 6:15pm 
(Millie Phillips 
Building)

Shabbat Morning
• Shabbat Embrace 

First Day Sukkot 
service - 10:00am 
(Millie Phillips 
Building) 

• Masorti Shabbat 
Sukkot First day 
service - 10:00am 
(Neuweg or Heritage) 
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 Coping with Challenges
Let’s start with an oldie, but goodie about Sukkot.
A man once built a sukkah in an apartment block where he lived, 
not thinking that he may first need to get permission. We all 
know body corporates, and how sensitive they can be when you 
don’t follow the letter of their law. The man who built the sukkah 
got a summons to appear in court the very next day as he had 
contravened the by-laws. The judge heard both sides of the case. 
Being Jewish, he sympathised with the Jew, but he also realised that 
a law had been broken. After some deliberation, the judge ruled that 
the sukkah was built illegally, and then gave the Jewish man 8 days 
to take the sukkah down.
In biblical days, Sukkot was regarded as an impressive celebratory 
event. It was Sukkot that drew people in the multitudes, a 
characteristic attributed today to Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. 
As one of the three pilgrimage festivals, Sukkot was also intended as 
an opportunity to make a trip to the Temple in Jerusalem.
Each of the three pilgrimage festivals was affiliated to more than just 
its biblical association. In Sukkot’s case, it marked the beginning of 
the autumn harvest, as well as the beginning of the rain season. The 
prayer for rain (mashiv haru’ach u’morid hagashem) is recited from 
the end of the festival of Sukkot, during the Shemini Atzeret service. 
Therefore, the agricultural importance of the festival still plays a very 
important part in Israel today, for both religious and secular Jews.
One of the customs we engage in each and every year, all around the 
world, is the building of sukkot in accordance with a complex set of 
instructions, rules and prohibitions. Our sages explain that the sukkah 
represents the fragility of people, and how we could view the sukkah 
as a replica of the temporary dwellings used by the Israelites in their 
40 years of wandering through the wilderness, in that our lives too are 
filled with uncertainty. Our rabbis go on to explain that unlike the 
sukkah, we are “designed” to last a lot longer than just 8 days.
Ordinarily, that could facilitate a discussion or debate about 
how any number of us have found ourselves in some or other 
situation where we felt fragile or uncertain. Of course, fragility and 
uncertainty have played a very prominent role in 2020. We don’t 
really need a reminder about how vulnerable or unpredictable life 
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can be. No amount of symbolism or analysis about how, where and with what the sukkah is 
built, is required to legitimise a sense of insecurity, or a premonition of unpredictability. That 
already exists on varying levels for every one of us. 
We can, however, remind ourselves that we have the tenacity to find the positives, to embrace 
this wonderful festival. Yes, Sukkot is a reminder that life can be fragile and we probably do 
appreciate that right now. We could also acknowledge that it is a reminder that our ancestors 
found ways to manage the fragility and uncertainty they faced, and that just like they 
experienced, this too shall come to pass for us.
Sukkot is not only an opportunity to remind ourselves of how our ancestors dealt with 
uncertainty and fragility, it is also a chance to learn from their experiences and know that we 
too will be able to cope through fragile and difficult times, as we have learned to cope this year 
with so many challenges. We will add our stories of strength and hope to theirs.

Shabbat Shalom and Chag Same’ach.
Reverend Sam Zwarenstein Virtual Mazon Bag Appeal

Mazon has chosen to have a food appeal during the 
harvest festival of Sukkot, as we have an obligation 
to feed the hungry during this time. We encourage 
you to please purchase a Virtual Mazon Bag. Your 

purchase of a Virtual Bag will enable Mazon to 
donate funds to foodbanks and community pantries 

across Australia. 
For details: www.mazonaustralia.org/sukkot

Sukkot Services

Friday October 2nd  
5:45pm Masorti Shabbat and First Night Sukkot service (Neuweg)
6:15pm Shabbat Live and First Night Sukkot service (Millie Phillips Building)
Our Shabbat Live service including special readings and reflections for Sukkot.

Saturday October 3rd
10:00am - Shabbat Embrace/Progressive First Day Sukkot service (Millie Phillips 
Building). Join us for a reflective service with poetry, story and song connecting with the 
Shabbat and Sukkot.

10:00am - Shabbat Sukkot First day Masorti service (Neuweg or Heritage Sanctuary)
Our traditional service with the additional prayers for Sukkot.

Sunday October 4th
10:00am  - Renewal Sukkot 2nd Day Service in person (Millie Phillips Building) and 
live streamed from Emanuel Synagogue. A joyful, meditative service with music, chant 
and reflection. Including the waving of the lulav. 
10:00am - Masorti Sukkot Second Day Service (Neuweg or Heritage Sanctuary)
A traditional service includes Hallel, the waving of the lulav, and the Hoshanot for Sukkot.



WHAT’S ON
Speakeasy with Rabbi Jeffrey Kamins - Tuesdays at 5:00pm
An hour of shmoozing about a topical matter of social import, made that much easier with a 
drink of your choice from the comfort of your home. Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/94346997043

Hebrew classes - Term 4 starts 12 October  
Beginners - 6:00pm Mondays. Register now: https://tinyurl.com/hebrewterm4 
Intermeditate - 5:00pm Mondays. Register now: https://tinyurl.com/hebrewterm4i

Weekday Morning Minyan
Monday October 5th: 8:00am    
Tuesday October 6th: 8:00am
Wednesday October 7th: 8:00am
Thursday October 8th: 8:00am

October 7th 9:00am - Sukkot Meditation and Teaching
Join Rabbi Dr Orna Triguboff for a special Sukkot meditation and teaching – on Zoom.

October 9th: 8:00am - Hoshana Raba
Hoshana Raba in Millie Phillips Building and live-streamed.
The service marking the conclusion of the festival of Sukkot. We chant the Hoshanot, 
beat the willows and celebrate the final days of the festival of joy.

October 9th - Shemini Atzeret
5:45pm – Masorti (Neuweg) 
6:15pm – Shabbat Live in-person and live-streamed Click here to register.

October 10th - Shemini Atzeret
10:00am Progressive Service (Heritage)  Including the prayers of Yizkor 
10:00am Masorti Service (Millie Phillips Building)  Including the prayers of Yizkor.

October 10th - Simchat Torah
7:30pm Progressive: (Millie Phillips Building) Live-Streamed and in-person limited to 
first 70 people registered.
7:30pm Masorti: (Heritage) limited to first 90 people registered. Click here to register.

Note: if attending Simchat Torah in-person: to comply with NSW health regulations  
attendees will be required to wear masks, stay in their seats and refrain from communal 
singing. There will be plenty of opportunity to clap and dance in your seats.

October 11th 10:00am - Simchat Torah
Masorti: (Millie Phillips Building) only in-person. First 70 people registered.

For information on all services and to register for services next week:  
https://emanuel.org.au/sukkot-2020

Sukkot Services (continued)



  IN  MEMORY

 Stanley Amoils (Terry Golombick)
 Anne Black (Edna Viner)
 Rosa Brender (David Brender,  
 Rodney Brender)
 Benjamin Brodie (Ian Brodie)
* Vera Cooks (Andrew Cooks)
 Alex Danos (Nicole Stiassny)
 Emanuel Darin (Annabelle Bennett)
 Emil Edward Dorsy (Eva Skimin)
 Bernice Evans Coppersmith  
 (Susan Coppersmith)
  Jennifer Faust (Anthony Faust)
* Horace Goldman
* Sarra (Sally) Goldstone
* Miriam Guth
 Ross Higgins (Brendan Higgins)
 Raymond Hope (Hillel Hope)
* Jack Isaacs
 Lou Jacobs (Barbara Holmes)
 Ruth Jacobs (Lynda Greenblo)
 Shulamit Karabelnik (Abirah Lifschitz)
 Vanessa Katama  
 (David & Barbara Eisenberg, Tara Stern)
* Bernard Kay
 Tony Kay (Kirsten Kay)
 Susan Kennedy (John Kennedy)
 Maurice King (Doug King)
 Paul Kornmehl (Jim Kornmehl)
 George Kulcsar (Suzanne Gelbard)
 Valerie Lonstein (Heidi Harris,  

 Jodi Lonstein, Sydney Lonstein)
 Henry Markowitz (Rony Bognar,  
 Lea Friedlander)
 Elias Solomon Narunsky  
 (Leslie Narunsky)
 Dora Perry (Reg Grinberg)
 Malcolm Peter Rack (Roslyn Kennedy,  
 Ruth Rack)
 Mathew Radvin (Sandra Radvin)
* Flora Rev (Tessa Surany)
* Gertrude Rosa Rose
* Woolfe Rosen
 Joyce Sanig (Michael Sanig)
 Jan Sapera (Tessa Boucher)
 Reuben Saul (Beverley Saul)
 Yvonne Segel (Tracey Segel)
 Charles Henry Sholler (Gary Sholler)
 Marek Spencer (Agnes Spencer)
 Philip Stone (Paul Stone)
 Henry Sussman (Peter Sussman)
 Maurice Tavill (Suzanne Tavill)
 Miriam Wilmers (Robyn Pal)
 Reka Wolman (Kim Gotlieb)

There are mourners in our community to whom we extend our sincerest sympathies 
on the death of their loved ones.

Shiva:     Eva Klein, Charles Lowry, Renate Cowan, Paul Baron
Shloshim:  Fran Bender, Faye Sharpe, Anthony Thomas Van Laun,  

     Musia (Maria) Orner, Norman Millstone, John Wassner, Irina Teplitsky.            

  This week we observe the Yahrzeits of (observed by):                            * Memorial Light  

Shoah Remembrance: Irene Bercovics was born in Riga, Latvia in 1939 and lived there 
until 1941 when she was murdered during the Holocaust.


